THESIS ABSTRACT
The thesis interrogates the distinction between the mad and the other from the perspective of
Levinas’ ethics. The research starts with an analysis of the social construction of the figure of the
madman and his historical metamorphosis throughout the ages demonstrating, through the use of
Foucault, how the category of ‘the mad’ or the binary sanity/insanity evolved. The research will then
turn to a socio-historical analysis of the metamorphosis of the madman’s other. This reversal is essential in order to problematize this distinction and introduce the ethical dimension of the ‘other.’
The thesis will focus, in a visual perspective, on the key case studies of two particular forms of
‘madness,’ graphomania and hypergraphia, which are behavioral conditions that have been associated with madness and with creative individuals. These consist in an excessive urge for writing and
filling void spaces (horror vacui) and they exemplify one of the categories of mental illness where
the thin line between madness and otherness became –especially in the digital era- critical and
sometimes even absent.
The project is a visual exploration on the theme of madness in the form of a publication. The aim
is to take the reader through a journey from madness to sanity or vice versa allowing the reader to
question his role of being the madman’s other.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the many ways of referring to a madman in Italian language is “folle” from the Latin verb
“FOLLERE”, meaning to go around like the wind.1 But it is only since the late 1970s that a gradual
and very slow process of liberation of the mad from segregation in mental hospitals took place. A
few decades after the movement of Democratic Psychiatry started sensitizing society about what
the reality of mental hospitals was and about their function to maintain social control over the
population, we still keep on escaping and segregating all those who cannot conform to society and
who cannot communicate their individuality through a clear and rational speech. The difficulties in
implementing this reintegration come from the resistance of society that is still bound to stereotypes, prejudgments and a general avoidance of the mad.
My interest in the theme of madness started because of many different personal experiences ranging from direct encounters with mad people in the public areas of my hometown Trieste, to indirect
ones such as reading poems by Alda Merini about madness and about the decade she spent in an
asylum of Milano.
The research will develop from two premises. The first is the consideration that generally the tendency of avoiding the mad is still predominant in society and the second is that the most used media
to know about the world and about other humans’ lives is the book.
Thesis/Research Statement
My research and thus my project want to explore the possibility of challenging the privileged sensation of safety that a book offers to its beholder in the understanding of a subject such as madness.
The aim is to let the narrative structure and the visual content of the book create a dialogue between
the mad and “The Other”, and ultimately let “The Other” question his role and his function in relation
to the mad. The reader will thus be forced to navigate throughout a journey from sanity to insanity,
or vice versa.
Can the immersion of “The Other” into the fictional subjectivity of the mad change the way we consider this emblematic figure in society?

1 L. Castiglioni and S. Mariotti, IL Vocabolario della Lingua Latina, Firenze, Loescher, 2006, p. 501
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CHAPTER 1
“Who is mad? Who is the other? – A Historical Metamorphosis”
MADNESS AS LIMIT/ IDENTITY AS LIMIT
“We could write a history of limits –of those obscure gestures, necessarily forgotten as soon as they are accomplished, through which a culture rejects something which for it will be the Exterior”2

French philosopher Michael Foucault makes it evident in the Preface to his 1961 work The History of
Madness that wondering about the role, the function and the historical metamorphoses of madness
in Western culture consists in an investigation into the ‘Limits’ of that same culture. Establishing
each time this boundary is in fact a constant ongoing process proper to all cultures at all historical
times. It is only through an understanding of these relations and the acknowledgement that this
process is usually a ‘monologue of Reason’ that we could eventually come to challenge the general
perception of madness and of mad people. After all, “it is true that it is society that defines, in terms
of its own interests, what must be regarded as crime: it is not therefore natural.”3
More than defining its own identity, within a social context, it is the mad’s other that defines what
is and is not included in the ensemble of generally accepted behaviors. This process of defining
the Limits is ongoing since the Classical Age and it was systematically accomplished by passing
everything under the ‘gaze of Reason’. As Foucault exemplifies in his History of Madness, this gaze
of Reason created a monologue according to which the mad’s madness is self-evident:
“The madman is the other in relation to the others, the other, in the sense of an exception, amongst
others, in the sense of the universal. All forms of interiority are therefore banished: the madman
is self-evidently mad, but his madness stands out against the backdrop of the outside world, and
the relation that defines him, exposes him wholly, through objective comparisons, to the gaze of
reason.”4
In what follows I will take a broad historical overview of the way in which the category of ‘the mad’
and ‘the other’ were constructed. Rather than being exhaustive, the overview is meant to demonstrate the existence of this process by looking at select historical moments.

2 M. Foucault, History of Madness, London, Routledge, 2006, Preface XXIX
3 M. Foucault, Discipline & Punish, New York, Random House, 1995, p.104
4 M. Foucault, History of Madness, London, Routledge, 2006, p.181
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THE CLASSICAL WORLD
“Homer ignored madness simply because it was everywhere.”5

In pre-Homeric Greece and up to the 5th century B.C.E, we cannot find an equivalent term for ‘madness’ in its contemporary multitude of meanings because in archaic Greek societies madness was
not thought of as a phenomenon comprehending different behavioral manifestations. The experience of mania (μανία) was of multiple natures, each consisting in a passion affecting the behavior
of an individual or even of a group of people. The term for soul, psyché (ψυχή) meant only the vital
breath, life itself. In Homer’s poems there was still no concept of soul as a separate entity from the
physical body. Hence madness was often seen as happening because of divine will. This is exemplified for instance in Plato’s Phaedrus where Socrates states: “As the ancients testify, is madness
superior to a sane mind (sophrosyne) for the one is only of human, but the other of divine origin.”6
Madness could also be self-induced as for instance in religious group rituals made in order to reach
ecstatic states of mind as for instance in Dionysian practices.
We can trace back a first division and so a first establishment of the limits between the rational
and the irrational only when a moral dimension was attributed to the soul. This happened historically with the birth of Western philosophy. As Foucault points out, in Ancient Greece there was no
real opposite of the logos before the advent of Socrates and Plato. It is only with another of Plato’s
dialogues that a first opposition between the sophrosyne (σωφροσύνη) and the hubrys (ὕβρις)
emerged. These were soundness of mind and haughtiness respectively. The attribution of an ethical
dimension to the soul was later transposed to Ancient Rome and included in the mos maiorum, the
ensemble of Roman socially accepted behaviors. This unwritten code traced new limits and evolved
incorporating Christian values after 313 B.C.E.

5 R. Calasso, La follia che viene dalle Ninfe, Milano, Adelphi, 2005, p.27
6 Plato, Phaedrus, The Internet Classics Archive, Web. 10 Dec. 2015.
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MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSENCE
“Since none who lives from fault is free,
We see ourselves in every man who’ll
Say he’s wise and not a fool.”7

In the Middle Ages the concept of madness started being used as a term comprehending different
realities. Madness and the figure of the mad started being connoted by disparate and ambiguous
meanings and those are still present in our way of approaching the subject today. In the reinterpretation of the phenomenon through Christian values, madness started being associated with the
notions of Sin, the Fall and the End of Time. As Foucault explains: “Madness and the figure of the
madman take on a new importance for the ambiguousness of their role: they are both threat and
derision, the vertiginous unreason of the world and the shallow ridiculousness of men.”8
If on one side the figure of the mad is seen as a threat according to social norms and religious beliefs, on the other hand reflections about madness started haunting the imagination and the works
of artists and literary writers from the Middle Ages onwards. It is in this period that madness started
being an explicit subject of epic poems and satyrs such as Ariosto’s “L’Orlando Furioso” or the literary topos of the ‘ship of fools.’ It is in the latter that we can best acknowledge the ambiguity and
double nature madness acquired in this period. This is extremely well expressed in the 1494 book
Ship of Fools (Das Narrenshiff) by Sebastian Brant. The satyr had a great success in the years immediately following Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press and it consisted in a critical and ironic
narration about the ships that were carrying mad people and outsiders back and forth the Rein
basin without scope or ultimate destination. This was according to Foucault one of the first forms
of confinement the mad has historically been sent through, as he states by saying: “His exclusion
was his confinement, and if he had no prison other than the threshold itself he was still detained at
this place of passage. In a highly symbolic position he is placed on the inside of the outside, or vice
versa.”9
In the Middle Ages we also acknowledge the existence of a socially recognized figure closely related
to madness: the Fool. This had sometimes both the duty of impersonating the madman and also of
narrating about cosmic madness. It is common believe that the Fool had a privileged relationship
with the truth. It was socially accepted for him to always say what he thought, often by mirroring the
reality of mankind with prophetic tones. In his analysis of the figure of the Fool in early modernity,
Midelfort highlights the following: “Court fools, we are told, were always granted a license to speak
the unvarnished truth to those in power, as if they were humble prophets, permitted to say things
no courtier would dare to say.”10
7 S. Brant, Das Narrenschiff, trans. E. H. Zaydel, New York, 1944, p.58
8 M. Foucault, History of Madness, London, Routledge, 2006, p.13
9 Ibidem, p.11
10 E. H. C. Midlefort, A History of Madness, Stanford, California, Stanford University Press, 1999, p.231
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Albrecht Durer, Woodcuts for Sebastian Brant’s The Ship of Fools, 1494
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Brueghel, The Feast Between Carnival and Lent, 1559
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Hieronimus Bosch, The Cure of Folly, XV Century or later
13

Albrecht Durer, Melancholia I, 1514
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MODERN PERIOD
“The instituting of the asylum set up a cordon sanitaire delineating the ‘normal’ from the ‘mad’, which underlined
the Otherhood of the insane and carved out a managerial milieu in which that alienness could be handled”11

The association between madness and Satanism tightened more and more in the period following the Renaissance, between the Reform and the Counterreformation. Religious persecution was
targeting mostly those who could not unequivocally make a statement of faith, which in turn is an
irrational act. Foucault states regarding this historical period: “After defusing its violence, the Renaissance had liberated the voice of Madness. The age of reason, in a strange takeover, was then
to reduce it to silence.”12
The remedies sought to cure many forms of madness in early modernity were still related to the
Four Humors and other religious rituals. Foucault insists that the disappearance of leprosy from Europe historically gave both the idea of creating a separate space (the exclusion in the leprosarium)
for the mentally ill and a social predisposition (the fear of other epidemics) for the beginning of the
process of seclusion that emerged since the Seventeenth Century. Asylums were thus created and
became the place of madness all over Europe ever since early modernity.
During the Enlightenment madness began to be seen apart from Christian views as is evident in the
words of Voltaire: “We call madness that disease of the organs of the brain that necessarily prevents
a man from thinking and acting like others.”13 The process of medicalization of madness that started
in Classical Greece with Hippocrates continued under the guidance of Reason along the Eighteenth
Century. Madness stopped being considered of divine origin and scholars began studying the phenomenon in a close relationship with the body. Curing the mad in the asylums involved a number
of inhuman practices that have been practiced until the birth of modern psychological schools of
thought and in some cases even after. In the Eighteenth Century madness started being documented in the form of autobiographical accounts of many patients’ experiences in the asylums. Some
pioneer psychologists such as Philippe Pinel put forward since the end of the century a critique of
the brutalities of some practices such as physical restraint and torture common in many of these
institutions all over Europe. Indeed, “One of the characteristics of the early modern state, observable
all over Europe, was an increasing concern about and even care for the troubled, dispossessed, and
wretched.”14
The rise of Capitalism and the Industrial Revolution had a huge effect on the quality of life in Western societies. Among the urbanized lower and middle classes people were hardly coping with the
increasing working rhythms of an economy based on productivity and exploitation. This produced a
vertiginous rise in the number of people interned in the asylums. Porter states:
11 R. Porter, Madness: A Brief History, New York, Oxford University Press, 2002, p.122
12 M. Foucault, History of Madness, London, Routledge, 2006, p.44
13 Voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, trans. Theodore Besterman, p.210
14 E. H. C. Midlefort, A History of Madness, Stanford, California, Stanford University Press, 1999, p.322
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“Throughout Europe, it was the nineteenth century which brought a skyrocketing in the number and
scale of mental hospitals. In England, patient numbers climbed from perhaps 10 000 in 1800 to ten
times that number in 1900. […] Such increases are not hard to explain. Positivistic, bureaucratic,
utilitarian, and professional mentalities vested great faith in institutional solutions in general –indeed quite literally in bricks and mortar.”15

Goya, Yard With Lunatics, 1793-1794

15 R. Porter, Madness: A Brief History, New York, Oxford University Press, 2002, p.112
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THE TWENTIETH CENTURY AND THE PRESENT
In many regards, the history of madness collapses and merges in the Twentieth Century with the
history of psychiatry. The asylums became ever since their establishment a great observatory point
for pioneers of this field of study. This fostered an ever-growing interest in the analysis of madness
from a scientific and positivistic perspective. Many scholars operating in asylums and higher education institutions attempted to make psychiatry receive a full recognition as all other sciences.16 Porter also reports in his historical analysis of madness that “by 1900 Pinelian optimism had thus run
into the sands: ‘we know a lot and can do little,’ commented one German asylum doctor.” The scarce
results medical doctors have obtained in their attempt to cure madness lead to drastic conclusions
during the period between the two Wars consisting for instance in Nazi Germany to consider the
mad not worth living and being taken care of.17
Sigmund Freud’s (1939) discovery of the unconscious opened up the path for the establishment and
development of various schools of psychoanalytic thought regarding the different approaches that
can be used to alleviate the distress we all suffer from in heavier or lighter forms. Freud’s methods
were based on speech but as we know, not all those considered mad are able to converse within
a logical framework. Language came to be defined as an insurmountable barrier by many, and
possible cures for the mad started to take advantage of medical and technological improvements
involving interventions on the patient’s body. This resulted in the application of experimental medical practices such as lobotomy, the electroshock and after the 1940s of the prescription of chemical
drugs that are still largely consumed at the present day.18
Scientific and social debates regarding possible approaches and actual practices related to madness culminated in the 1960s and 70s with the birth of anti-psychiatric movements that had a central role in the transformation and/or shutting down of asylums and a progressive sensitization of
society and states towards tolerance and understanding. In 1974, psychiatrists Richard Hunter and
Ida MacAlpine wrote:
“Today, it is assumed that mental pathology derives from normal psychology and can be understood
in terms of faulty inter or intrapersonal relationships and corrected by re-education or psychoanalysis of where the patient’s emotional development went wrong. Despite all efforts which have gone
into this approach and all the reams devoted to it, results have been meagre not to say inconclusive,
and contrast sharply with what medicine has given to psychiatry and which is added to year by
year. Patients are victims of their brain rather than their mind. To reap the rewards of this medical
approach, however, means a reorientation of psychiatry, from listening to looking.”19
16 R. Porter, Madness: A Brief History, New York, Oxford University Press, 2002, p.183
17 Ibidem, p.186
18 Ibidem, p.205
19 Hunter, Richard, and Ida MacAlpine, Three Hundred Years of Psychiatry, 1535-1860 a History Presented in Selected
English Texts, Open Library, Web, Accessed 10 Dec. 2015.
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Although the conditions of the mad have generally improved in many parts of the world in our closest past, debates about the social role and the clinical treatment of the mad are still ongoing at the
present day. Visual culture appropriated especially in the Twentieth Century many of the concepts
we relate to madness but the way we look at the mad is still socially biased and emotionally detached. The Mad lives and The Other, impassively, looks at him, avoids him, and fears him.

Advertising for Serax
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Scenes from mental hospitals
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CHAPTER 2
“Graphomania and Hypergraphia”
“I like thinking to have shown this possibility of graphic communication for the ‘Outcasts’ to become a
subject of interest and discourse. Not a discourse revolving around the researcher but rather around the
outcast. A discourse of the mentally ill rather than one about him”20

In the previous chapters I outlined the historical metamorphosis of the mad and of his other, I then
used concepts of Foucault’s philosophy in order to give a historical dimension to the research.
Based on these principles we can move on to a critical analysis of the ways people labeled as mad
visually express their individuality through graphic and artistic tools. The main focus of this chapter
will be on the figure of the hypergraphic. I have chosen the figure of the hypergraphic because it is
affected by the kind of madness that is most relevant to the project that is going to be a publication.

DEFINING HYPERGRAPHIA AND GRAPHOMANIA BETWEEN MADNESS AND OTHERNESS
“There seems to be a continuum stretching from the general population who do not much enjoy writing,
through creative writers, to hypergraphics”21

Within a scientific discourse hypergraphia is not considered as a disease of its own but rather a
‘side effect’ of other conditions such as temporal lobe epilepsy, schizophrenia and manic depression. It can also be drug induced and it consists in a conscious and irrepressible urge for writing and
for filling void spaces. Besides cases where hypergraphia has an observable biological base, other
individuals can present the same behaviors without showing any consistent change in the brain
cortex or in the nervous system. Hence we notice how hypergraphia is a behavioral condition that is
at the present day not always medically classifiable based on a biological perspective.
Fluctuating between madness and otherness, hypergraphia acquired in different times and contexts
multiple social attributes. It is interesting to note how in a non-medical context the term hypergraphia is rarely used and the term graphomania substitutes it in many regards. It is not certain why
there is no consistency in the use of two different terms to indicate the same condition besides the
fact that the term hypergraphia is scientifically used whereas graphomania is of popular use and
does not often appear in scholarly or academic sources.
The term graphomania is mainly used when it refers to a social phenomenon rather than a medical
condition. This is exemplified for instance in its use by writer Milan Kundera in his work The Book
of Laughter and Forgetting (1978). The author points out how graphomania is often associated with
the desire of receiving acknowledgment for an extensive and prolific writing. It is in many cases
20 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.233 [own translation]
21 A. W. Flaherty, The Midnight Disease, New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2004, p.45
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also associated with the desire of seeing one’s name being published. On this regard Kundera says:
“General isolation breeds graphomania, and generalized graphomania in turn intensifies and worsens isolation. The invention of printing formerly enabled people to understand one another. In the
era of universal graphomania, the writing of books has an opposite meaning: everyone is surrounded by his own words as by a wall of mirrors, which allows no voice to filter through from outside.”22
The same author speaks about graphomania as a social phenomenon manifesting in extremely high
rates within states where “the absence of dramatic social changes in the nation's internal life”23
and “an elevated level of general well-being, which allows people to devote themselves to useless
activities”24 are present.
Kundera’s novel expresses a preoccupation about the increasing presence of graphomaniacs in developed countries’ societies not because he believes they are mentally ill but because of the state of
things in that particular society. It appears that hypergraphia and graphomania are respectively side
effects of mental illness and of our way of living. Even provided that we accept them as separate
terms, the first pertaining to the mad and the latter to the mad’s other, there is undeniable evidence
that these mental conditions manifest themselves in many regards with the same modes. We should
then turn to an analysis of these modes in order to understand hypergraphia both from a scientific
perspective and from an analysis of content and aesthetics in hypergraphic production.

22 M. Kundera, The Book of Laughter and Forgetting, trans. Aaron Asher, New York, HarperCollins Publishers, 1996, p.127-128
23 Ibidem, p.127
24 Ibidem, p.127
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HYPERGRAPHIA IN DIFFERENT MENTAL CONDITIONS
Epilepsy
Alice Flaherty describes epilepsy as resulting from chronic seizures happening because of a change
in the wavelengths produced in the temporal lobe, a part of the brain cortex where a crucial interaction between the limbic system and our rational consciousness takes place. Flaherty exemplifies
this complex mechanism saying: “It is largely the limbic system that gives us the motivation to do
cortical tasks, and it is the cortex that allows us to have cognitively complicated desires”25. This is
an area that is particularly susceptible to electric nervous stimuli and it is where the limbic system
interacts with language. The seizures can amplify creative impulses and this is the origin of hypergraphic activity. Temporal lobe epilepsy is not the only cause for hypergraphic behavior but it is the
best understood one. Hypergraphia is an interictal symptom26, meaning it manifests between one
seizure and another.
There seems to be evidence about the connection between temporal lobe epilepsy and what is
called the Geschwind Syndrome. This is usually diagnosed to people showing five traits: hypergraphia, a deepened emotional life (hyper philosophical or hyper religious), emotional volatility, altered sexuality and over inclusiveness of details in descriptions and representations. The presence
of this last symptom is the discriminatory in the diagnosis of the syndrome. Flaherty notes it is a
behavior that “comes from a strong, conscious, internal drive -say pleasure- rather than from an
external influence.”27
Seizures can gradually alter our consciousness because they increase in intensity until the distinction between the real and the unreal fades away. In these cases the effects produced by the
seizures are called ‘experiential’. Objects can look as if they are changing dimensions. For instance
it is believed that Lewis Carrol’s Alice in Wonderland (1865) was inspired by epilepsy’s experiential
effects on the author.28 Other experiential effects consist in feelings of déjà vu, of jamais vu (resulting in freshness of perception), and in feeling the presence of a double, an alter ego or a muse29.
Right after each seizure communication with an epileptic becomes really hard. “The personality of
the epileptic is adhesive to excesses in a way that makes him unable to track the mobility of the
life-environment, unable to adapt to the demands of social life.”30
Françoise Minkowska studied the life and the works of Vincent Van Gogh and she believed he was
an epileptic. Minkowska expresses how people suffering from epilepsy have the tendency of feeling
rather than thinking31. She exemplifies this view by comparing Van Gogh’s work to Seurat’s. The
first represented the dynamism of a reality that imposes itself on the object, the latter representing
25 A. W. Flaherty, The Midnight Disease, New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2004, p.23
26 Ibidem, p.23
27 Ibidem, p.24
28 Ibidem, p.27
29 Ibidem, p.28
30 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.87 [own translation]
31 F. Minkowska, Van Gogh, Sa Vie, Sa Maladie Et Son Oeuvre, Paris, Presses Du Temps Présent, 1963, p.26
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reality as the product of a rational thought where the object is considered solid, immobile and rigid.
Besides the example of Van Gogh, it is generally very rare that an epileptic spontaneously starts
drawing or painting. Andreoli reports that only 4% of epileptics paint while epileptic writers are
extremely common.32

Emma Hauck, Letter to Her Husband, 1909

32 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.88 [own translation]
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Schizophrenia
If the epileptic condition results in a multiplication of the ties between the perceiving subject and
reality in an attempt to grasp (specially in hypergraphic production) a vertiginous and over inclusive
amount of data, the schizophrenic way is in many regards antithetical. “The epileptic way is significantly different from the schizophrenic way. The schizophrenic breaks his ties with the environment,
the epileptic instead multiplies them.”33
Eugen Bleuler, who first came up with the term schizophrenia insisted on the centrality of autism in
the analysis of schizophrenia. “This detachment from reality with the relative and absolute predominance of the inner life, we term autism.”34 Another key concept to understand schizophrenia is provided by the studies of M. Mc Reynolds who described mental processes leading to schizophrenia in
a direct relation with anxiety. Mc Reynolds’ explanation starts with the definition of precepts. These
consist in all the possible kinds of data we collect from our senses and from our feelings and that
are then to be assimilated by our conscience. In schizophrenia new precepts cannot be assimilated
harmonically with previously assimilated ones. This accumulation produces an unbearable degree
of anxiety that in turn results in reactions of autism, dissociation and apathy.
“The schizophrenic has lost those mental schemes proper of ‘normal people’ because those
schemes were not useful in arranging his precepts. In this way the schizophrenic is forced to go
back to more extensive, primitive mental schemes through a system of ‘regression’. This is a quest
for schemes that could be able to rearrange reality, schemes typical of primitive mental structures.”35
A first attempt of studying these primitive mental schemes was conducted by C.G. Jung (1961). A
mental scheme that according to Jung is common to all ancient civilizations for a first understanding of reality is ‘quaternity’, an element that is also found in many of the graphic and artistic works
of schizophrenics. In Man and His Symbols (1964) Jung and his associates analyzed the visual
manifestations of ‘quaternity’. Usually occurring in a circular form within which squared or triangular elements are inserted, they refer to these as ‘mandalas’ (from Hindu language standing for
‘magic circle’). The mandala stands according to Jung as a symbol for the Self as a whole. One of
Jung’s associates reports that “The contemplation of a mandala is meant to bring an inner peace, a
feeling that life has again found its meaning and order”36.
Jung proved that the mandala is a symbol recurrent in creative individuals, shamans (religious symbols), and in schizophrenics, therefore we can say that these individuals exist on a continuum and
that the boundaries between these three categories is blurred. But Jung was a psychologist and the
aim and focus of his research was showing the humanity of the patient’s (the Other’s) condition not
33 Ibidem, p.87
34 E. Bleuler, ‘Autistic Thinking’, American Journal of Insanity, no. 873, 1913, p.69
35 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.82 [own translation]
36 Jung, Carl G., et al., Man and His Symbols, ‘The Process of Individuation’, New York, Dell, 1968, p.213
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the humanity of the patient (the Other) himself. It is to Levinas that we need to turn to find a philosophy that humanizes the face-to-face encounter with the Other.

Oleg, Security Deposits, Cities, 1999
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CHAPTER 4
“Ethics, Otherness and Hermeneutics”
ETHICS AND OTHERNESS
“Every one is really responsible to all men for all men and for everything.”37

We just saw in the previous chapter that graphic expression is proper and sometimes an inherent
feature of many forms of madness. Therefore the aim of this chapter is to highlight a truly inclusive
ethical approach in interpreting different forms of artistic expression regardless of one’s label as
being the mad or as the other.
We can say that in Western philosophy an increasing interest in the analysis and questioning of
the relativity of social roles and cultural identities arouse after the end of World War II. LithuanianFrench philosopher Emmanuel Levinas (1995) is one of the philosophers who placed at the center
of his philosophical system a mutual obligation between the self and the other. This was achieved
by considering his ethics as the very metaphysics of his philosophical system. In one of his most
influential works, Totality and Infinity (1961), Levinas questions the role of ethics in Western thought
stating: “Western philosophy has most often been an ontology: a reduction of the Other to the Same
by the interposition of a middle and neutral term that ensures the comprehension of being.”38
In Western culture, such tendency is what Levinas came to identify as the Imperialism of the Same,
which replaces the individual uniqueness of everyone with an abstract homogeneity. This in turn
can only be avoided, according to Levinas, by giving greater emphasis to the face-to-face encounter
as the only possible basis for a truly comprehensive ethic. “Only in the face to face encounter, insists
Levinas, do we experience human others in their true exteriority, their absolute alterity. All other
ways of encountering others reduces them to forms of being that are subject to appropriation and
domination by ontological categories.”39
The glance in the face-to-face encounter becomes fundamental in Levinas for overcoming all social
biases and for considering “the Other as not assimilable to the leveled down categories of history,
sociology, psychology and of previous ethical theories themselves”40. Although reducing the essence of ethics to the short duration of a glance might seem trivial, it is indeed the only moment
where our considerations about the other are still at what we might call a primordial and inexplicit
stage. Levinas speaks about the face “as the scene of the saying before the said and this saying that
is at one with the face and enters into a spiraling movement (un movement en vrille) with the said.”41
37 F. Dostoyevsky, The Brothers Karamazov, London, J.M. Dent, 1967, p.431
38 E. Levinas, Totality and Infinity, trans. A. Lingis, Pittsburgh, Duquesne UP, 1969, p.43
39 E. Casey, ‘The Ethics of the Face to Face Encounter: Schroeder, Levinas, and the Glance’, The Pluralist, vol.1, no. 1, 2006, p. 79
40 Ibidem, p.80
41 E. Levinas, Otherwise Than Being, trans. A. Lingis, The Hague, Nijhof, 1981, p.44
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Most of the schools of thought and perspectives in modern psychology focus on speech as the main
media through which it is possible to investigate about the pathology a mentally ill person is suffering from. Levinas’ ethic escapes the discriminating factor of speech and the social biases speech
carries along. The psychological perspective that emphasizes the less on speech is the biological
perspective. In this regard, Roy Porter comments:
“You don’t crack mental illness by decoding what the mad say: for, they held, mental disease had a
biological base. Powerful psychiatric currents have furthered such tendencies to silence the insane,
especially in institutional environments. […] In any case, did not the methods of the natural sciences prescribe observation and objectivity, not interaction and interpretation?”42
Whether there is always a biological cause for madness to manifest itself or not, our knowledge of
the nervous system and of our cognitive processes across different cultures is at the present day
insufficient not only to fully understand madness, but also to claim the right of establishing who is
the mad and who is the other. In doing so, we would keep subjecting ourselves to the same sociopolitical self-referential values we are accustomed to.
If we consider glancing at any mad person apart from his condition of being mentally ill, at the
stage of the glance he would be nothing else than a generic other to us. In case we notice in this
other a condition of psychological or physical distress, then the glance would instantly make us feel
sympathetic for that person and we would then start considering the hypothesis of trying to help
the other. The creation of this obligation between the self and the other can easily become subject
of misinterpretations if we try to integrate it with pre-existing ideologies or other forms of ethics.
Reducing the basis of ethics from a greater ensemble of postulates coming from natural right and
democratic principles to the mere moment of a glance in a face-to-face encounter might seem drastic and not inclusive of any substantial content. But as Casey states, “Kierkegaard, Heidegger, Husserl and James conjoin in regarding the present moment as nonpunctiform, as open and extended,
as capable of conveying content of undelimited expansiveness.”43
Since the relation between the mad and the other cannot always develop based on logical speech
and since in many of the cases of emotional and psychological distress a total and sympathetic
identification between the mad and his other is impossible, the only plausible ethical system that
can apply to all apart from social biases seems to be the one indicated by Levinas. However, a question presents itself here: How is any of this relevant to art?

42 R. Porter, Madness: A Brief History, New York, Oxford University Press, 2002, pp.157-158
43 E. Casey, ‘The Ethics of the Face to Face Encounter: Schroeder, Levinas, and the Glance’, The Pluralist, vol.1, no. 1,
2006, p. 77
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ART, ETHICS and HERMENEUTICS
“Art is art and as such it cannot be pathological, whether produced by someone who is sick or by someone
who is not sick at all. In the assessment of the work, this factor does not intervene at all.”44

Levinas ethics can provide us with an interesting framework for understanding artifacts regardless
of the author’s label of being the mad or the mad’s other. In two of his essays the philosopher relates
his ethics to some aesthetic considerations. In Reality and its Shadows (1948) and The Transcendence of Words (1949) he directly addresses art. However, one can argue against this use of Levinas
and insist that in Levinasian ethics art is placed at a secondary level of significance compared to
the face-to- face encounter with the Other because of the fact that art can be subject to different
kinds of interpretations. These interpretations are in most cases biased by socially constructed
‘prejudices.’
This is true to a certain extent but there are, I think, two convincing responses to this criticism. First,
there is a convincing argument from the works of Levinas that the encounter with a work of art can
be like a face-to-face encounter. In a recent reflection on Levinas’ ethics and art Benda Hofmeyr,
transposes the notion of the face-to-face encounter and its ethical implications to the encounter
with the work of art. Basing her work on Levinas, Hofmeyr argues convincingly that art is an activity
capable of ‘giving things a face’ and by doing so it can carry along ethical implications:
“Like the face, I believe that art has the power to address us in a way that stops our indifference
and inertia and enables us to act effectively. Moreover, it is the ethico-political responsibility of artistic and cultural producers to come up with strategies to engender others with such em-powering
paralysis – a passivity that provokes a ‘pre-conscious awareness’ of the power we have to act in a
time in which Western civilization’s indifference towards the needs of others is rapidly becoming a
global phenomenon.”45
The way the work of art holds this power on us comes from the mimetic qualities present in many
forms of artistic expression. If for instance we think about a representation of an individuated moment in time, where representation paradoxically highlights the absence of its referent (reality), we
are captured by an experience similar to that of the face-to-face encounter where ‘the shadow of
being’ reveals being itself. At this regard Hofmeyr refers to Levinas’ considerations stating: “Faceto-face with a work of art we are therefore not free but immobilized –held fast by something addressing us. It is not about comprehending what is revealed but about being captivated by that
which is precisely incomprehensible.”46

44 E. Minkowsky, Preface a Van Gogh: sa vie, sa maladie et son oeuvre de F. Minkowska, op. cit. p.15
45 B. Hofmeyr, ‘Isn't Art an Activity that Gives Things a Face? Levinas on the Power of Art’, Image [&] Narrative [e-journal],
no.18, 2007, http://www.imageandnarrative.be
46 Ibidem
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Second, in regards to the criticism that interpretations of works of art are merely prejudiced and
prevent a true face-to-face encounter, we can refer to the works of German philosopher Hans-Georg
Gadamer, who in his major work Truth and Method (1960), analyzed and indicated the role of prejudice as fundamental in hermeneutics. For Gadamer the notion of prejudice does not necessarily
carry a negative connotation but it is instead the essential starting point of each interpretation. The
more accurate is the perception of us and of our socio-political situatedness, the more our interpretation of any work of art can extend and keep into consideration different influencing factors.
A comprehensive interpretation is in Gadamer’s hermeneutics only possible by acknowledging the
specificity of our way of perceiving things, the specificity of our prejudice in building our perspective
in relation to the subject, to an other, or to a work of art. Besides the role of prejudice in our assessment of the work of art, Gadamer seems to confirm the fact that “the work of art, is not an object
that stands over against a subject for itself. Instead the work of art has its true being in the fact that
it becomes an experience changing the person experiencing it.”47

Medardo Rosso, The Golden Age, 1886-1887
47 H.G. Gadamer, Truth and Method, New York, Seabury Press, 1975, p.92
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CHAPTER 5 – CASE STUDIES
Based on the theoretical concepts discussed in the research, we can move on with the analysis of a
number of case studies that will be useful in shaping the upcoming project. In order to understand
the shaping elements of madness and otherness present in the discussed cases, the analysis will
start with a general overview of hypergraphic production in schizophrenia and epilepsy and then
will move on to the analysis of more specific works evaluating -for each case- elements such as:
- A brief description
- A visual analysis
- Ethical implications of the work and relevance to the project
HYPERGRAPHIC PRODUCTION
“Graphic language is therefore a parameter of the mentally ill, it is almost a mirror which can seize his
features. But it is necessary not to expect seeing too much in it.”48

As Andreoli highlights in his work, an analysis of the visual manifestations of these conditions can
provide us with an interesting insight of the inner world of hypergraphics. The framework of this
general overview will move in parallel for both epilepsy and schizophrenia and will include considerations about content, aesthetics and dynamics of their graphic production.
In Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
We learn from Françoise Minkowska’s studies on epilepsy that although in this condition writing is
more common than drawing and painting, representation is not at all involved in a precise reproduction of shapes. We have seen how the epileptic is someone who is very bound to reality and who is
guided by feelings more than by rationality. It is not surprising that the content of graphic production
in epilepsy does never involve abstract images.49 Typical of the epileptic’s depiction of images is
according to Andreoli the absence of perspective, of horizontal movement (resulting in an ascending
and descending dynamism) and of a high degree of mannerism, ornamentation and complexity.50
On the other hand, writing in epileptic hypergraphia is accessible in terms of meaning although it
presents complex and intricate narrative threads. Narration does not flow in a chaotic way; we know
instead that the typical process of narration in hypergraphia consists in what psychiatry named
48 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.235 [own translation]
49 F. Minkowska, Van Gogh, Sa Vie, Sa Maladie Et Son Oeuvre, Paris, Presses Du Temps Présent, 1963, p.26
50 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.88 [own translation]
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‘flight of ideas’51. This is the correspondent of what in literature is called ‘free association’, a
narration scheme used for instance in the Ulysses by James Joyce and in the novels of Marcel
Proust.
Alice Flaherty describes the aesthetics of this condition as follows: “Hypergraphic handwriting
tends to have distinctive physical characteristics. Hypergraphics often use highly elaborate or
stylized scripts, even mirror writing like that used by Leonardo da Vinci. For emphasis, they
frequently write in all capitals or in colored inks. They may not confine themselves to the main
text, but may add exuberant annotations, drawings in the margins, and illuminated initials.”52
Darin T. Okuda and Steve S. Chang have conducted a research entitled Hypergraphia in the Age
of Computers in 2004 where they describe the development of hypergraphia in a temporal lobe
epilepsy patient who used (a part from hand writing) computer technology to enhance his writings. This involved the use of many different fonts, dingbats, color-coding, graphs, charts, and
animated clips. The patient wrote incessantly about his condition to let the doctors know about
his symptoms in great detail.53
We have seen how in temporal lobe epilepsy hypergraphia is identified as an interictal symptom
between one seizure and another. This creates an explosive dynamic ranging from being barely
able to communicate (or write), where the handwriting looks trembling, to moments of sumptuous and frantic production.

Hypergraphic Spiral
51 A. W. Flaherty, The Midnight Disease, New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2004, p.38
52 Ibidem, p.26
53 D.T. Okuda, and S. S. Chung, ‘Hypergraphia in the Age of Computers’, Neurology 62.12 , 2004, p.2329-330. Available
from ProQuest, (accessed 10 December 2015).
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In Schizophrenia
In terms of meaning, graphic production in schizophrenia is far less accessible than in epilepsy,
presenting a high degree of symbolism and distorted metaphors. The tone is characterized by emotional distance as for instance in the case of mathematician Theodore Kaczynski’s Unabomber Manifesto. For these reasons it is less common that a schizophrenics’ works are published and in many
cases schizophrenics are not really able to write due to the degenerative nature of schizophrenia.54
In many instances the writings of hypergraphics look childish and nonsensical because, as Arieti
mentions, “Those we might consider manifestations of irrationality are instead archaic forms of
rationality.”55
Andreoli reports an example of this process of regression in schizophrenia: “The Virgin Mary was a
virgin; I am virgin; I am The Virgin Mary.”56 According to Arieti in the manifestations of schizophrenia
“Words are deprived from their connotations, and to a certain extent, they are also deprived from
their logical context, thus the emotional tone of the word increases and the word acquires an augmented subjective value… It gets closer to a perceptive level.”57 With the gradual development of
schizophrenia, words can start substituting always-broader contexts and concepts, “in the same
way the cry of a new born can mean a multitude of things.”58
Andreoli points out how particularly in schizophrenia nosology goes hand in hand with its graphic
translation if we conduct a static analysis of the condition (as opposed to a dynamic analysis).
Typical of schizophrenia are according to Andreoli59 horror vacui, stereotypy, graphic dissociation,
symbolic language. “In mental illness symbolic language is predominant, a language that has more
magical than semantic functions, corresponding more to a kind of magical thinking than to a rational one. It is more mystical than historical.”60 Many schizophrenic patients show a stylistic evolution,
as Andreoli exemplifies in his studies by means of comparison of several artworks done at different
times by the same patient.

54 A. W. Flaherty, The Midnight Disease, New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2004, p.41
55 S. Arieti, Interpretazione della Schizofrenia, Roma, L’Asino d’Oro Edizioni, 2014, p.179 [own translation]
56 Ibidem, p.179
57 Ibidem, p.199
58 Ibidem, p.242
59 V. Andreoli, Il Linguaggio Grafico della Follia, Milano, RCS Libri, 2009, p.78 [own translation]
60 Ibidem, p.234 [own translation]
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Carlo Zinelli, Opera 4, 1965
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Carlo Zinelli, Un Uomo su Gabbia, 1965

Carlo Zinelli, Opera 8, 1969
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HOUSE OF LEAVES BY MARK Z. DANIELEWSKI
Brief Description
First published as a book in 2000 after it has been circulating on the Internet for some time, House of
Leaves is one of the most successful novels dealing with the themes of graphomania and irrationality in the form of a horror narrative. Danielewski’s novel presents three interlinked levels of narration where the primary source for our understanding of the plot consists in the extensive writings of
Zampanò, defined by Johnny Truant (the secondary narrator) as a graphomaniac who turned blind at
a certain point in his life and who is found dead in his house at the beginning of the plot. It is Truant
who gathers all the material produced by Zampanò who in turn was obsessed with a self-filmed
documentary about a family’s new life after moving to a house in Virginia. The subject common to
the three narrative levels is the exploration of darkness that occurs in the three narrative forms in
different modes and circumstances.
Visual Analysis
The inexplicable facts happening in the documentary The Navidson Record take on the same structure typical of hypergraphic production in temporal lobe epilepsy discussed in the previous section
of this chapter. Contrary to the tendency of considering the mad’s modes of expression as incomprehensible, Danielewski not only entrusts a graphomaniac with the duty of narrating the main plot but
also plays on the fact that the reader has to traverse the text and interpret it by choosing which parts
to consider credible. The plot is so compelling that soon enough the reader finds himself navigating
between crossed out parts of text, mirror writing and footnotes revealing additional or alternative
parts of the plot.
House of Leaves has been associated to a literary genre called ergodic literature, where the reader
has to perform an interpretative effort in order to understand the text. We can say that in this case
form and content are strictly dependent on each others because they give birth to the very originality of the work. Our will to know more and more about The Navidson Record makes us forget
completely about the condition of the narrator being mad.
Ethical Implications and Relevance to the Project
The book does not only include the main plot but also instances on the possible interpretations the
main plot produced in a broad audience ranging from drug addicts to the academic world. In this
sense we can say that Danielewski was able to highlight the general tendency of ‘the other’ to fully
understand any kind of subject through a rational and scientific discourse. Yet in this case the discourse originated from someone labeled as mad.
Contrary to the tendency of considering the mad’s modes of expression as incomprehensible, Danielewski not only entrusts a graphomaniac with the duty of narrating the main plot but also plays on
the fact that the reader has to traverse the text and interpret it by choosing which parts to consider
credible. In this sense the novel becomes very relevant to my project on an ethical level because it
fosters understanding of the condition of being hypergraphic in a broad audience.
36

Pages from House of Leaves
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MAX KLINGER AND ADOLF WOLFLI
Brief Description
This case study consists in the analysis and comparison between works produced by two artists that
worked between the Nineteenth and Twentieth century in order to highlight the modes of reception
of themes considered mad by society and evaluate possible strategies for challenging these modes.
Max Klinger (1920) and Adolf Wolfli (1930), respectively of German and Swiss nationality, can provide us with an interesting insight about what was considered mad during the period in which they
operated. Before the comparison between Klinger’s “Paraphrase on the Finding of a Glove” (1881)
and Wolfli’s oeuvre it is important to note that Wolfli’s works were produced in the context of a mental hospital after he was diagnosed with schizophrenia whereas Klinger was never considered mad
although some of his works became object of scandal and speculation.
Visual Analysis
Max Klinger’s work consists in a series of ten etchings where the main subject is the lost glove of
a woman. The etchings represent different scenes that have been subject of speculation for their
supposed highly symbolic meaning.61 Although some of the settings and representations of the
glove are in some regards surreal, or ‘hallucinatory’ as Davis defines them in his book Obsession:
A History (2008), the overall visual language of the etchings is conform to the trends of the period
showing instances of bourgeois life through realistic representation.
The case of Wolfli is totally different as the artist was operating from a mental hospital where Doctor Walther Morgenthaler fostered his artistic production in order to analyze it. As Davis points out,
“Wolfli’s obsessive work was a coproduction with his obsessive observer.”62 Wolfli spent most of his
life in segregation between prisons and a mental hospital near Bern; for this reason he was never
considered as a recognized artist during his life. This aspect reflects on both the form and content
of his work, consisting mostly of intricate imaginary maps taking the typical form of ‘mandalas’. His
work clearly shows the characteristics of hypergraphia and confirms Jung’s interpretation of the
function of mandalas as in his maps “The protagonist travels around the globe, imposing his own
sense of order on it.”63
Ethical Implications and Relevance to the Project
We know Klinger’s works were produced “In the 1880s when hysteria was being discussed, when
Krafft-Ebing’s catalog of sexual fetishes and obsession comes to print, and the young Freud was
beginning his work with Breuer.”64 Although the content of his series shows an obsession and thus
a theme considered mad at the time of execution, Klinger’s choice of using a visual language meeting the aesthetic tastes of his audience was essential in letting the work be accepted or at least
discussed.
61 L.J. Davis, Obsession: A History, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2008, p.188
62 Ibidem, p.192
63 K. Harmon, You Are Here: Personal Geographies and Other Maps of the Imagination, New York, Princeton Architectural,
2004, p.43
64 L.J. Davis, Obsession: A History, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2008, p.188
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The case of Wolfli, who did not at all consider an audience in the execution of his maps, exemplifies
the exclusion of the mad from any sort of discourse resulting in what Foucault named as ‘Monologue
of Reason’.
Provided the fact that the modes by which a work of art is accepted or rejected by the mad’s other
remain to this day significantly unchanged, in the execution of the project it is going to be essential
to move from a visual language that can be understood and accepted by the mad’s other and then
challenge that same language. This is going to be essential to appeal to the mad’s other on an ethical level in order to avoid direct rejection and indifference towards something that the majority of
people consider totally alien and incomprehensible.

Max Klinger, Paraphrase on the Finding of a Glove, 1881
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Adolf Wolfli, Various Works, 1911
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5.CONCLUSION
After having analyzed the general characteristics of madness, some of its visual manifestations and
having highlighted the importance of the mad’s graphic language as a media able to reintroduce
an ethical dimension into the relation with the mad, I have clear guidelines for proceeding to the
executive part of the project.
Researching provided me with a theoretical framework for creating a publication in which the mental sanity of the author/protagonist is not certain. In all the cases I took into consideration during
the research I never came across a case in which the subject fluctuating between madness and
otherness is a graphic designer.
Thus I decided to take advantage of this opportunity to create a book about the activity of a hypergraphic/graphomaniac designer.
I hope the publication could let one wonder about the binary sanity/insanity and at the same time
could highlight how much graphic design practice can reflect but also challenge the dominant ideologies in society, with an emphasis on the relationship between the mad and the other.
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